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1 Overview

A programmable logic controller, or PLC, can be used to control any process that requires automation,
such as processes found in a chemical plant, automated machinery, or laboratory equipment. When used
in such a process, the PLC is programmed to perform a set of logical steps in a specific order to complete
the desired task. These steps are programmed into the PLC using a ladder logic program, which consists
of a specific set of instructions which will be used to define the process and control the machine.

2 Laboratory Objective

The main objective is to design a ladder logic program to perform a full washing cycle. Start switch
needs to be pressed to trigger the washing process. Then hot/cold water will begin to fill the tub based on
the hot/cold wash switches. Water temperature is indicated by temperature cold/tepid/hot outputs.The
water level will be determined by half load switch and detected by tub full/half full outputs. When the
filling process is done, the motor starts to rotate if the door is locked which is detected by door locked
output. Washing is performed by repeating slow forward and reverse rotation alternately which is shown
by flashing slow forward/reverse lights. After washing process, pump is activated to drain the tub. Then
washing machine will start spinning if the spin switch is on.

Its actually quite challenging to build the washing machine program directly, instead the problem will
be broken down into its simplest form and then complexity will be added in a step by step manner with
the following exercises.
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3 Experimental Procedure

The necessary files to carry out the laboratory are available in the controls drive (T drive). The drive
should be visible from the windows “Computer” pane

T:\PLC 03 WashingMachine\

• You can read files in this folder but cannot edit them. Copy the files to your own directory.

• The folder contains a the user manual for the PLC processor we will be using, the Micro Logix
1200.

3.1 Washing Machine Hardware Overview

The washing machine used in this lab has 9 input functions, one to start the machine, two to turn on/off
cold and hot water, one to open/shut the door, one to select half/full load, two to detect the half full/full
state of the tub, one to turn on/off spin and one to detect the vibration. There are 14 outputs,1 for machine
start, 3 for motor, 1 for pump, 3 for tub status, 3 for water temperature and 2 for hot and cold water inlet.

Input Function Input Output Function Output
Half Load Switch I/0 Fast Forward Spin O/0
Spin Switch I/1 Pump O/1
Cool Wash Switch I/2 Door Locked O/2
Hot Wash Switch I/3 Tub Filling O/3
Door Switch I/4 Tub Full O/4
Tub Half Full Switch I/5 Tub Half Full O/5
Tub Full Switch I/6 Slow Forward O/6
Start Switch I/7 Temperature Cold O/7
Vibration Sensor Switch I/8 Temperature Tepid O/8

Temperature Hot O/9
Hot Water Inlet O/10
Cold Water Inlet O/11
Start O/12
Slow Reverse O/13

3.2 Experimental Procedure

It is important to carefully read and understand the PLC Supplementary material before proceeding with
the following Lab Work exercises. In particular, be sure to go through the RSLogix tutorial.
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Lab Work 1: Familiarize Yourself with RSLogix

1. Open the practice file WASH PRACTICE ME389.RSS with RSLogix. The file is located in
T:\PLC 03 WashingMachine\Ladder Files\WASH PRACTICE ME389.RSS.

2. Download the file into the PLC processor (see Supplementary Material for help).

3. Change PLC processor to run mode.

4. The practice file connects the input switches to various outputs.

• For example, input I7 (I:0.0/7), the Start Switch, energizes a rung which loads output O12
(O:0.0/12), the Start light.

• Notice the activated output will be lit up in the RSLogix window while RSLogix is in Online
mode.

• Notice how the respective LEDs on the PLC processor (MircroLogix 1200) light up when
the corresponding inputs and outputs are loaded.

To get started, construct a ladder logic diagram that performs a basic washing process. Use start
switch to initiate the following process. First, filling the tub with both cold and hot water for 3 seconds,
then activate tub full indicate light and start washing which is done by alternately rotating forward and
backward, each direction for less than 1 second, for a total 5 seconds. Then, stop the motor and use pump
to drain the tub for 3 seconds. Do a 3 seconds fast forward spin afterwards. Finally, shut off the machine.
A sample logic structure is shown in Table 1

Step Action Output Indicator Duration (s)
1 Start O/12 LD13 Entire washing cycle
2 Filling O/3, O/10, O/11 LD4, LD11, LD12 3
3 Tub Full O/4 LD5 5
4 Washing O/6, O/13 LD7, LD14 5
5 Drain O/1 LD2 3
6 Spin O/0 LD1 3
7 Stop NA NA NA

Table 1: Basic Washing Process.
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Lab Work 2: A Basic Washing Process

1. Build a ladder logic program to perform a basic washing process shown in Table 1.

2. Start with
T:\PLC 03 WashingMachine\Ladder Files\RSLogx TUTORIAL ME389.RSS.

3. Note: For this part, you will not need to make use of any of the input switches.

4. Note: While successful completion of this exercise will yield a complete, functional washing
process. In the following exercises we will improve the washing machine with the switches and
sensors.

Code Tests:

1. Confirm your code works appropriately with the following tests

(a) Allow your code to go through one complete process, making sure the unnecessary lights
are off and the slow forward and slow reverse lights flash alternately.

(b) The input switches should not effect the program in any way at this point.

Lab Work 3: Add Water Temperature Control

1. Modify your code such that the temperature of inlet water can be controlled by cool/hot wash
switch.

2. Notice how water temperature indicators (O/7∼9) change based on different switch selections.

Hints:

1. One type of input switch only remains in the loaded state while it is physically closed. Upon
releasing the switch it will immediately return to the unloaded state. You can confirm this by
viewing the LED on the PLC processor as you press and release the input switch. Therefore it is
necessary to have the input switch load a bit which will remain loaded after releasing the switch.
The other type of switch can remain physically closed, so please notice these differences.

2. Remember to unload the loaded input trigger bits as necessary.

Code Tests:

1. Confirm your code works appropriately with the following tests

(a) No response unless start button and cool/hot wash have been pressed.

(b) After starting the program, it should illuminate specific lights according to switches for a fix
time.

(c) If both hot water and cool wash switches are turned on, only tepid light is active among three
temperature indicators.
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Lab Work 4: Add Level Control

1. Modify your code such that the when to stop the filling process can be controlled.

2. Note: If the half load switch is off, only the tub full switch has function. And if the half load
switch is on, only the tub half full switch has response.

3. Once the tub full or tub half full indicator is on, stop filling process.

Code Tests:

1. Confirm your code can achieve the above process.

Lab Work 5: Change Washing Process

To improve the life span of the motor, instead of agitating the load by rotating forward and
backward without pause, slow forward for 2 seconds, pause 1 second, then slow reverse for 2 seconds
and pause 1 second. Repeat this recycle for 3 times.

• Note: If the door opened in this process, motor should stop immediately and continue (not reset)
moving if the door is closed.

Hint:

• Try CTU command for recycle.

Code Tests:

1. Confirm your code can achieve the above process.

Lab Work 6: Extra Credit

Modify your code based on the successful program of the previous section. During the spin pro-
cess, if vibration is detected while spinning, turn off the spin and slow reverse for 3s. If there is no more
vibration, continue spin process.

4 Video-based Report

The best way to report the outcomes of the different steps in this lab is by recording videos. Shoot a
video for every Lab Work showing how the experiment behaves under your PLC code. Upload the video
to YouTube and just include the link in your report.
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